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1 - Hazard

HAZARD

Apperance:
Age: Currently 15
Personality: Generally a kind person. Usually deep in thought but still knows how to enjoy himself
species: Im not sure lmao

Elements: Fire electricity wind

[MORE TO BE ADDED LATER.]



2 - Twister the Cardinal

Twister

Age:14

Side: Good

apperance: red feathers. 4 on each side.

Personality: nice, funny, crazy, lazy (that rhymed)

Best moves: Slicing wind, air bullet

Favorite food: Pop-tarts

Friends: Hazard the hedgehog, prodigy the whacha-ma-call-it,phoebe the wolf, emma the wolf, and
Corey the couger

hobbies: games games games, drawing, games

Forms: super, hyper form.



3 - Alex the Wolf

Alex the Wolf

Side:Good (usually...)

Apperance: FURRY!!!
Age: 13
Personality:nice. strong sense of justice

Element:Ice. former Apprentice of Hazard in fire, but that didnt turn out well.

Favorite food: fetticini Alfredo

Friends: Hazard, twister, Tre the thingy, phoebe the wolf, pineapple the chao, Emma the wolf

group: lehermaloid. consist of phoebe the wolf, hazard, corey the cougar,prodigy the something and
Emma the wolf

Hobbies:games games games, drawing, games

Xtreme gear: motor cycle

Weapons: kunais, shurikens...

forms:super, hyper, frost

Other: hi. i like fetticini Alfredo



4 - pyros

pyros:

hazards brother.

super storng...

age: 19
element: fire.
personality: doesnt care about anything but himself.

side: evil

weapons: fire.



5 - hydro the penguin

Hydro the penguin

age:15
element: water, obviously.
personality: extremely nice yet extremely powerful.
apperance: feathers spike upward from his eyes, fluffy chest
weapons: talented in karate and has supernatural strength.



6 - Gale the hedgehog

Gale

element: wind
hobbies: skateboarding, gaming, fighting, watching tv
side of... NEUTRAL!!!
friends: hydro, hazard.
team: rush
appearance: white spikes with blue streaks, and green eyes
age: 14
forms: hyper, dark



7 - Bolt the hedgehog

bolt

gender: male
side: good
age: 14
personality: optimistic
species:hedgehog

element: lightning
friends: gale the hedgehog
group/team: none
forms: super



8 - Korono the Hedgehog

Korono the hedgehog

Age-13
appearance: golden with spines spiking upward.
Personality: nice and caring
element: darkness and fire
alliance: Good
friends: hazard the hedgehog, tala the bobcat, flash the echidna, eclipse the hedgehog, phoebe the wolf
and emma the wolf
weapons: medium sized golden sword
note: his name is taken from corona as in the corona of a sun, and the sun is golden, like him
history: born somewhere on earth (america, idk what state)his parents died when he was 10 and he was
left with a necklace given to him by his parents. His brother, who was 11 at the time, disappeared from
his life when and he was left alone.



9 - Abyss the Hedgehog

Abyss

Alliance: Good (for lack of a better word)

Apperance:Twisted black spines, blue shirt with two black stipes on opposite sides, dark blue jeans

Personality: Generally kind to everyone.

Species: Hedgehog

Element: Fire (heck yeah!)

Group/Team: None

Forms:
Blazing
Hyper

Weapon: Sword. Unleashed form is a staff made purely from fire, and can transform into two dragons.

Back story: Lived a completely normal life until he turned 15 years old and that marked the arrival of his
combat skills and fire powers.
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